YOU'VE ASKED FOR THEM ..... AND HERE THEY ARE!

HI, FRIENDS! SEE ME ON T.V., THE MOVIES, AND IN MY GHOSTLAND COMICS!

(HA-HA-HO-HO...) I CAN'T TALK...(HA-HA-HA) ABOUT MUTT & JEFF JOKES...(HEE-HEE) YOU'LL HAVE TO READ IT YOURSELF... HA-HO-HO.

MY SAD SACK LAUGH SPECIAL IS SOOOO HEAVY... IT'S PACKED WITH FUN AND LAUGHS!

MY NEW HOT STUFF SIZZLERS IS SO HOT, YOUR DEALER CAN'T HOLD IT TOO LONG! BETTER GET YOUR COPY TODAY!

LOOK FOR THE GIANT HARVEY COMICS! NOW ON SALE!

SUBSCRIBE TODAY

A NEW HARVEY GIANT ISSUE EVERY 3 MONTHS

FOR THE FIRST TIME YOU CAN GET THESE HARVEY GIANT COMICS MAILED TO YOU AS SOON AS THEY ARE PRINTED.

IF YOUR DEALER IS SOLD OUT DON'T MISS OUT OF THE FUNNIEST BIG, BIG HARVEY GIANTS, HOURS OF FUN READING.

HARVEY GIANT COMICS. DEPT. G32 BOX 72, ZONE 23, NEW YORK 23, N.Y.

HERE IS MY $1.99 ($1.59 CANADA) SEND ONE YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION - ONE EVERY THREE MONTHS AS CHECKED

PRINT NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

ZONE

STATE

OR SEND 4 DIFFERENT HARVEY GIANTS NOW.
WENDY, THE GOOD LITTLE WITCH, FEBRUARY, 1961, VOL. 1, NO. 4, IS PUBLISHED BI-MONTHLY
by HARVEY PICTURE MAGAZINES, INC. at Sparta, Ill. Editorial, Advertising and Executive Offices, 1860 Broadway, New York 23, N. Y. President, Alfred Harvey; Vice-President and Editor, Leon Harvey; Vice-President and Business Manager, Helen B. Harvey. Application fee for second-class entry pending at Sparta, Illinois. Subscription rates, 10

SPLASH!

Davy Jones

Later...

KLUNK!

TEE-HEE! A FLYING FISH BROUGHT IT HOME!
Hi Friends!

Flash! Here's a good news!

Here are the first cities that will show the Funday Funniest. Look for YOUR channel. Write me and let me know if you agree that this is the best cartoon show you've ever seen. Also let me know what you would like us to show on our program. See you on T. V.

Casper

ADDRESS POSTCARDS TO: CASPER-TV
1860 BROADWAY
NEW YORK 23, N. Y.
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Wendy the Good Little Witch

The salesman

Well, that's done!

Hey!

Cough! Choke!

Cough! I am unaccustomed to having dust thrown in my face, young lady!
Gee! I'm sorry, mister—come around to the front of the house!

I wonder what he wants at a witch's house?

I'm sure glad the witch sisters aren't around to scare the poor man!

All right!

W-what can I do for you, sir?

I guess all that dust you threw proves it!

P-proves what?

I have the answer right here!

This, young lady, is the nifty-zifty vacuum cleaner! The very best on the market!

But... but...

No need to work and slave over an old broom!

But what?

But my broom—uh—is very useful to me! I don't need any nifty-zifty whatcha-may-call-it!
WHAT AN IGNORAMUS! I BET SHE DOESN'T EVEN KNOW WHAT A VACUUM CLEANER IS FOR!!

NOW TELL ME—JUST WHY DO YOU THINK YOUR BROOM IS SO GOOD?

C’MON OUTSIDE, MISTER! I’LL SHOW YOU!

LOOK! I CAN KNOCK DOWN APPLES THAT ARE WAY UP!

WHACK!

AND I CAN USE IT ON THE RIVER TOO!

ON THE RIVER?

YES! AS A PADDLE FOR MY BOAT!

HAW! HAW! SOME PADDLE!

AND IF I GET A SORE FOOT IT MAKES A HANDY CRUTCH!

BUT YOU DON'T UNDERSTAND—you need this as a SWEEPER!
LET ME PLUG THIS IN, AND I'LL SHOW YOU HOW IT WORKS!

BUT, GEE—YOU CAN'T!

YOU SEE—WE DON'T HAVE ANY ELECTRICITY!

WHAT!!?

WELL WHY DIDN'T YOU SAY SO!!? TAKING UP MY VALUABLE TIME LIKE THIS!

GOLLY! I GUESS I HURT HIS FEELINGS!

GOODBYE! GRUMBLE GRUMBLE!

HMM! COME TO THINK OF IT, I CAN USE THAT THING!

WAIT, MISTER! I'D LIKE TO BUY IT!

HUH?

ARE THESE GOLD COINS ENOUGH??

S-SURE!

YOU WON'T BE SORRY YOU BOUGHT IT!

THANK YOU!
Haw-haw! There sure are some dumb yokels around here!!

What do you mean, Leroy??

I sold a vacuum cleaner to a house that doesn't even have electricity!

Har-har! That's what I call salesmanship!

Say! Your gadget is great, mister!!

It's that girl's voice!!

Who?—where is she??

Yeep! She's up th-there!!

And I can play cowboy with this fancy lasso! Whee!
Wendy
THE GOOD LITTLE WITCH

OH, SHUCKS!

PHOOEY! WHAT A MEAN JOB I'VE GOT!

I FEEL TOO LAZY TO PAINT THIS WHITE LINE DOWN THE MIDDLE OF THE ROAD!

Since the boss isn't around I guess I'll rest a while!

IDEA!

I'LL HELP YOU, MISTER!

EH?? OH—A LITTLE GIRL—HEH—HEH!

WHY NOT? GO AHEAD!

GASP!

ZIP!
There! I did a solid mile of line!

Boy! That sure saved me a lot of work!

Of course I woulda done it pretty fast myself, but I had to rest first!

He didn’t even bother to thank me—oh, well!

Hi, Jack! I see you did the job!

Yesirree, boss! I’m a fast worker!

In that case I won’t get you a helper! There’s another road for you to paint!

Phew! I wish that mysterious girl would help me again!

Serves him right for bragging! Tee-hee!
WHAT'S THAT UGLY WITCH DOING IN OUR WOODS?

IT'S NOT OUR WOODS AND EXCEPT FOR THE RED 'CLOTHES SHE LOOKS JUST LIKE YOU THREE!

ANY TOADSTOOLS OR LIZARD'S TAILS FOUND IN THESE WOODS BELONGS TO US!

YOU CALLIN' ME A CROOK, YOU OLD WITCH?

SHE'S ASKIN' FOR IT, GIRLS! A TRIPLE WHAMMY!

UH-OH—I'D BETTER CALL ON MY WHOLE MAGIC—FAST! BEFORE THEY DO SOMETHING DRAMATIC!

BAD BLACK MAGIC—COLD AND CLAMMY, GIVE THIS HAG OUR TRIPLE WHAMMY!

GOOD WHITE MAGIC—REALLY SWELL—STOP THE WITCHES' EVIL SPELL!

A WHITE MAGIC HAND HAS STOPPED THEIR WHAMMIES IN MIDAIR!
THANKS FOR SPARING ME, LITTLE GIRL! NOW I'LL GIVE THEM A BLAST OF MY MAGIC!

ULP!

EVIL DEMONS, TURN THOSE CREEPS INTO THREE SMALL WOOLLY SHEEPs!

GOOD WHITE MAGIC—HER GRAMMAR'S WRONG
PROTECT THEM WITH A WALL SO STRONG!!

GOOD GIRL, WENDY!

BLACK MAGIC SPIRITS AGAIN I CALL—MAKE THEM APPEAR AS NOTHING AT ALL!

HEAR US, MAGIC BAD AND BLACK, SEND HER CRUMMY SPELL RIGHT BACK!

EEK!

GOSH! THEY'RE REFLECTING THE RED WITCH'S SPELL WITH MAGIC MIRRORS!

SHE'S VANISHED!

HEE-HEE! SHE HAD IT COMING!

OW! SOMEBODY KICKED ME!!

PFFT!
IT'S THAT RED WITCH! WE CAN'T SEE HER COMING!

HEH-HEH HEH!

HA-HA HA!

SHE'S KNOCKED THEIR HEADS TOGETHER!

PLEASE STOP THAT, RED WITCH!

OWOO!

TO YOUR BROOMS, GIRLS! WE'VE GOT TO GET AWAY FROM THAT Miserable Invisible Witch!

LET'S GET BACK HOME AND LOCK OURSELVES IN!

SOON... PHEW! THE DOOR IS BOLTED! WE'RE SAFE!

I'M NOT SO SURE!

HA-HA-HA! YI! THERE GOES OUR WHOLE POT OF BREW!

SPLAT

YOU'VE LOCKED THE RED WITCH IN WITH US!
HEAD FOR THE WOODS, GIRLS! WE CAN'T FIGHT AN INVISIBLE WITCH!

WHOMP!

SHE TRIPPED US!

OOF!

 THERE'S JUST ONE THING TO DO! MAKE EACH OTHER INVISIBLE!

Uh-oh! This means trouble!

BAD BLACK MAGIC, DON'T BE MEAN! LET ME AND MY SISTERS BE UNSEEN!

Gosh! They're bumping into each other!

Hey! Ouch! Watch it!

POOF!

You can't see each other or the red witch! Now what am I going to do?

Oh! Watch it, clumsy! Out of my way, you hags!
If they'd only listen to me!
I've got an idea!
This green flour ought to solve the problem!
I'll dump it on them...then they won't be invisible!
Hooray! It worked!!

Hey! What's the idea!!
We can see each other!
We're all green!
You won't keep bumping into one another now!
But how'll we know which of us is the red witch?

At least they'll be quiet till it wears off!
DEAR BOYS AND GIRLS,
HERE ARE THE HARVEY
XMAS TOP TOYS SPECIALLY FOR YOU!
PICK YOUR TOY FAVORITES
FROM THE NEXT THREE PAGES. THEY
ARE TOPS FOR FUN AND VALUE.
BE SURE TO ASK MOM AND
DAD TO BUY THEM FROM YOUR
FRIENDLY LOCAL STORE WITH THE
BIG HARVEY TOP TOY POSTER
ON THE WINDOW.

ENJOY A VERY
MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND A
HAPPY NEW YEAR

YOUR FRIEND
Casper

LOOK FOR
THIS POSTER
IN STORE
WINDOWS

Boys! Girls!
WE HAVE
HARVEY TOP TOYS
and HOBBIES
17" AUTOMATIC ARMY MODEL FIELD CANNON

FREE! 39¢ tube of BANGSITE with every order!

BIG BANG
Makes a ROARING BANG and BRIGHT FLASH! Get yours TODAY!

model shown
17" Field Cannon
$9.95

Your BIG BANG CANNON looks and sounds authentic. It's army specification OLIVE DRAB with BLACK RUBBER WHEELS. NO GUNPOWDER — NO MATCHES — All you need is water mixed with a little BANGSITE (harmless calcium chloride).

If unavailable at your local store send cash, check or money order (no COD) to THE CONESTOGA CO., INC., BETHLEHEM, PA.

JEFFERSON MUSICAL TOYS

JEFFERSON MUSICAL TOYS

Darron with tuba harmonizing ropes

WHAT'S ARP GUITAR

THE LONE RANGER GUITAR

Manufactured by JEFFERSON MANUFACTURING CO.
3433 N. ORIARIA ST. PHILA. 33, PA.

SKIN DIVING

ALL THE THRILLS OF THIS EXCITING UNDERWATER SPORT

REMOTE CONTROL ACTION GAME

PLAYER ACTUALLY SPEAR FISH
COMPLETE WITH CONTROL ROB, SKIN DIVER AND IX FISH

SAFE FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

AT TOY STORES EVERYWHERE

(M.P.D. B.Y.) SIDNEY A. TARRSON CO.
CHICAGO 7, ILL.

Jet Age Styling RADIO FLYER
AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR AND FINEST COASTER WAGON

THE "MOST" IN COASTER WAGONS
RADIO STEEL & MFG. CO., Chicago, Illinois

BUILD YOUR OWN MODEL RAILROAD
Send stamped self-addressed envelope for FREE color catalogue.

AT LAST! True scale model HO train kits by KITMASTER with MOVABLE PARTS. Each kit has all parts, glue and decals for a perfect model.

Stirling 8 ft. scale; Corridor Coach No. 13; Early American Driving wheel loco; Second Coach No. 14; General Locomotive plus tender No. 9; Brake Coach No. 15; plus tender No. 3:

ONLY $2. EACH $1.50 ONLY $1.50

SOLD AT ALL BETTER TOY-HOBBY AND CYCLE STORES. IF UNAVAILABLE ADD 25¢ PER KIT FOR POSTAGE — SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO ROSEBUD PLASTICS, CORP. 29 Burbury Lane, Great Neck, N.Y
SKILL-DRIVE!

Safeguard Magnetic Action Car-Driving Game with 2 Autos, 2 Tunnels, 2 Bridges, and Steering Control Rod.

At Stores Everywhere

Hot Roddin’ is Fun

With Monogram Models

12 Show and Motorized Kits

At Stores Everywhere

BIG KIT $149

HEKIDS!

LOOK IT’S CASPER the friendly ghost and his Funday TV pals. You will have hours of play fun with SAALFIELDS games, coloring books, sewing and lace sets.

STUFFIES: Stuff and lace your favorite TV character with 6 Tinkle Toys.

$1.00

FUN BOX: A Box full of Casper Fun with color books, stand-ups, stencils and games.

$1.00

FLANNEL BOARD: Make your own TV scenes of Casper and the other FUNDAY cartoons.

SAALFIELD SQUARE • AKRON, OHIO

GET YOURS TODAY! AT ALL BETTER TOY AND VARIETY STORES

Casper

The Friendly Ghost

IN-THE-MUSIC-BOX

TURN THE CRANK AND IT PLAYS THE MATTY’S FUNDAY FUNNIES TV SONG

MATTSEL, INC.

FXTMAKERS

IF IT’S MATTSEL IT’S SWELL!

Casper

(The Friendly Ghost)

GE-TAR

Enderful TV PUPPETS WITH A VOICE

LITTLE AUDREY, HORT, KATH, HEZIAN, CASPER, SPOOKY

SO EASY TO ANIMATE HANDS AND HEADS MOVE YOU’LL LOVE GUND PUPPETS

MANT MANNUFACTURING COMPANY 200 FIFTH AVENUE, N.Y.

YOU’LL GO BETTER ON TIRES by

GOOD YEAR

Casper

SPOOK BOARD GAME

MILTON BRADLEY COMPANY SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
THE WITCH SISTERS
IN THE UGLY CONTEST

GUESS WHAT, GIRLS? THEY'RE HAVING A CONTEST TODAY FOR THE WORST-LOOKING WITCH!

GREAT! ANY ONE OF US COULD EASILY REACH DOWN TO THAT STANDARD!

I'M NOT SO SURE OF THAT...

Huh?

SOME OF THOSE HAGS ARE UNBECOMINGLY UGLY!

WHO—FOR INSTANCE?

REMEMBER "GRUESOME Greta"?

ULP!

YOU BET WE DO!

WE'VE ALWAYS ADMired HER SPARKLING BAD LOOKS!

WHO-
Say! I just remembered!

She doesn't live around here any more!

Well, then—! We've got nothing to worry about!

Yippee!

Cackle!

Well, I certainly think we've preserved our ghastly looks!

Preserved nothing! I think we're getting unfetchingly homelier every day!

Just to make sure—where's that old clock we've got?

Here it is—on the mantel!

I'll wind it!

Crick!

Crick!

Tick-tock!

Tick-tock!

Tick-tock!

Now let's stop it in our own way!

Tick-tock!

Tick-tock!

Tick-tock!
TICK-TOCK! TICK-TOCK! TICK-TOCK!
GASP!

HEE-HEE! SNARK! SNARK!
WE HAVE FACES THAT CAN STOP A CLOCK!!

I'VE GOT A LOOKING GLASS IN HERE! LET'S HAVE A LOOK AT OUR FACES!

HMMM! WE ARE A SIGHT!

CRACK!

WE'RE SURE WINNERS! OUR FACES BROKE THE MIRROR! HEE HEE!

WELL—LET'S HEAD FOR THE CONTEST!
WAIT!—NOT YET!
WE'VE GOTTA CHANGE THESE DRESSES! THEY'RE MUCH TOO NICE!
YOU'RE RIGHT, SISTER!
LET'S PUT ON OUR WORST DRESSES—THE ONES THAT HAVE NEVER BEEN CLEANED!

THEY'RE IN THIS Closet WE Haven'T OPENED FOR YEARS!

OOH! HOW SHODDY!—AND UNCHIC!

LET'S CHANGE, GIRLS!

THEY OUGHT TO BE PERFECT AFTER THOSE BATS HAVE BEEN LIVING HERE!

SOON...

WE'D BETTER HURRY BEFORE THE CONTEST CLOSES!

WE'RE STILL TOO CLEAN! LET'S USE SOME OF THIS MUD!

SPLAT!

THERE'S NOTHING LIKE MAKING A BAD SIGHT WORSE!

SNARK! SNARK!
THE CONTEST IS ACROSS THE RIVER AND THERE'S NO BRIDGE!
I'LL THROW A SPELL AND FREEZE THE RIVER!

HEY! WHAT'S THE IDEA OF FREEZING ME??!
QUIET, OLD MAN RIVER! YOU'RE NOT DOING ANYTHING ANYWAY!

OH, I'M NOT.
EEEK! THE ICE IS BREAKING!!

CRACK!

SPLASH!

HEY! WAIT FOR US!!
MORE CONTESTANTS!

HEY! WAIT A MINUTE! YOU'RE TOO GOOD-LOOKING TO COMPETE! I DON'T THINK YOU'RE EVEN WITCHES! SCRAM!

IMPPOSTORS!
THAT MUD THE RIVER WASHED OFF OUR FACIES WAS BEAUTY MUD!

WE'RE—(GASP)—PRETTY!

UGH!
When Buddy was a puppy, his young master took him to the old Maine farm near the wilderness, where Buddy met Stinky the Skunk with disastrous results.

When Buddy was a one year old black cocker spaniel, his young master took him to the Maine farm again. The second encounter with Stinky the Skunk was equally a calamity.

The next summer, Buddy decided to do something about Stinky. He had been around the wilderness long enough to know that his master’s grandfather hated Reynard the Fox and the wild One Eye Bobcat for stealing his chickens. Buddy however liked Reynard. So he reasoned if he mixed Stinky with One Eye in a sort of scramble, then the old farm would be rid of two quite undesirable characters.

Buddy waited until one day, he caught a whiff of Stinky. He stalked off into the woods, following the scent, but taking care to keep his distance. Finally Buddy found Stinky’s hideout.

Satisfied he knew where to find his enemy in a hurry, Buddy loped off into the woods toward One Eye’s lair. Nearting the bobcat’s den, Buddy dropped flat to the ground and began to stalk silently. Then he saw One Eye.

Buddy stalked until he was a few feet from One Eye. Then he leaped and sank his sharp little teeth into One Eye’s nostrils.

One Eye awoke with a frightful howl. Before the bobcat knew it, Buddy let go and raced like mad through the woods. One Eye chased the little cocker spaniel, emitting snarls and blood-curdling threats.

And then Buddy suddenly swerved. One Eye, still running fast, could not swerve nor stop in time. And the bobcat crashed headlong into Stinky.

The skunk raised his tail and sprayed One Eye with some of his celebrated perfume. The odor so maddened the bobcat that he attacked Stinky, and the skunk counter-attacked with more perfume.

The woods reverberated with the Battle of the Century such as was never seen. Reynard the Fox came out of his lair to watch the fight. Herman the Screech Owl awoke and whoo-ooed loudly. Max the Blue Jay hopped from branch to branch, backing at first One Eye then Stinky.

Finally both One Eye and Stinky suddenly stopped fighting and raced off in opposite directions, the bobcat very very smelly, and the skunk quite mauled. And peace resettled upon the woods as Buddy trotted toward the farm.
When Botch was a little more resigned to his fate, he walked back, sadly, to the empty corral. Botch stretched out on the floor intending to sleep until the day became cooler.

Suddenly, Botch was awakened by the sounds of desperate lowings in the distance. The lowing continued, and became gradually louder. Startled, Botch jumped quickly to the fence and scanned the horizon! There, not very far from the corral gate, was the whole missing herd! The cattle were milling about restlessly, stirring up the dust in the back field. Botch could even see the tongues hanging limply out of the steer’s mouths.

Botch started yelling for his Uncle and Joe, when he realized that they were probably miles away by that time. Well, he’d have to get the herd into the corral by himself, then. Since all the horses had been taken on the wrangling trip, he would have to do the job on foot! But how? Uncle John had warned him that an inexperienced man should never try such a thing, for he would certainly be trampled. But this was no time to think of such things. Botch would have to get the cattle into the corral quickly, before they might stampede!

The boy picked up the heaviest stick he could find, and walked as quietly and quickly as he could to the far end of the field. When he had half circled the large herd, and was behind them, he made a “WhhhooooPIIII.” The startled herd began to run — in the direction of the corral! Shaking the stick and shouting wildly, Botch chased the herd until every last steer was safely inside the corral fence. Then he bolted the gate and fell down in exhaustion outside the corral.

Uncle John and the cowhands came back late that evening, tired and discouraged. When they saw the missing herd inside the corral, they could hardly believe their eyes!

Never again did anyone call Botch a “dude.”
The Tuff Little Ghost

Spooky in Ghost Grad


My name is Pearl... not Poil! You mean Oyster... not Erster! - and I'm burned up! - not boined up!

It's your Language that burns me up! But I've got a Solution!

H-huh? I don't dig you, Poil! What goes?

I heard about an Expert Teacher who can teach Anything! He'll improve your Language!

Aww, Poil!!

His name is Professor Twitty! Now I want you to go study with him! Here's his address!

Oh, all right!

Boy, when Poil makes up her mind, I can't do anything with that goil!
OH, MY GOSH! DO I HAVE TO STUDY UNDER THAT NINNY?
CHOMP! CHOMP!

PROFESSOR TWITTY
HAVE EDUCATION
WILL TRAVEL.

I'LL JUST GIVE HIM A ROUSING SCARE
AND GO BACK TO TELL POIL HE SUDDENLY LEFT THE COUNTRY!
HAW-HAW!

OH, HELLO, THEAH, OLD THING... HAVE A GRAPE!

TH-THANKS!
MAYBE HE DIDN'T HEAR ME?!!

YOUR BOO... SEEMED RAWTHAH CRUDE, I MUST SAY!

IS HE KIDDIN'?? I'M THE BEST SCARER THERE IS!

LET'S SEE YOU ATTEMPT ANOTHER SCARE OR TWO, OLD BEAN! ONLY THIS TIME GIVE ME PEAR-SHAPED TONES!

OKAY! OKAY! I'LL SHOW YA!
See that couple out there in the canoe?

Unquestionably!—Well...

SCREEECH!

Har Har! How about that?!

Rawthah amusing! But you work much too hard at it!

H-huh?

Gee—He doesn't like it! I guess he won't bother teaching me anything!

Now, wait! I'll give you another chance!

Well, goodbye!

You will?

I want to see you scare just once more!

Okay! You're the professor!

I'll see what I can scare up outta that manhole...

Go to it, my good fellow!
YELL!!

DROLL, OLD CHAP! BUT YOU'RE SO HEAVY HAUNTED!

W-W-WHAT?

HEH-HEH!

DROLL, OLD CHAP! BUT YOU'RE SO HEAVY HAUNTED!

W-W-WHAT?

HEH-HEH!

DROLL, OLD CHAP! BUT YOU'RE SO HEAVY HAUNTED!

W-W-WHAT?

HEH-HEH!

DROLL, OLD CHAP! BUT YOU'RE SO HEAVY HAUNTED!

W-W-WHAT?

HEH-HEH!

MY PLEASURE! OBSERVE THOSE DEAD TREES THERE?

SURE!

WELL SUPPOSE YOU SHOW ME A SCARE YOU THINK IS GOOD!

NEAT, WHAT? WOW!

SPLASH SPLAT!
NOW, I'M READY TO TEACH YOU!

GEE, THANKS, PROFESSOR!

LATER... SPOOKY SHOULD BE SHOWING UP SOON... I HOPE HE'S LEARNED WHAT HE SHOULD!

THERE HE COMES!

HOW DID IT GO, SPOOKY? JUST GREAT! SEE THAT CLOUD UP THERE?

AHEM!

HAR-HAR! HAW!

YEOW!

WELL, POIL, I ALWAYS JOINED TO JOIN MY SCARES INTO BETTER ONES! AND THAT'S WHAT THE PROFESSOR FELT I OUGHTTA JOIN!

OH,...
FRONTIER CABIN

BIG ENOUGH FOR 2-3 KIDS!

This huge, western-style cabin is a child’s dream come true. Size Approx. 3 ft. high - 9 ft. square, 23 cubic ft. inside. Endless hours of play fun. Big enough for 2-3 kids to ‘Live’ in this cabin of their very own. Constructed of specially treated, safe... flameproof and waterproof DuPont Polyethylene. Use year round, indoors or outdoors. No tools needed, nothing to assemble. Sets up in a jiffy, folds compactly for easy storage. Walls and door are realistically imprinted in authentic brown split-log design. Peaked roof is in contrasting color. In a youngster’s imagination it quickly becomes a RANCH HOUSE, FARMHOUSE, PLAYHOUSE or A LIFE-SIZE DOLL HOUSE FOR GIRLS. A Bunkhouse - Jailhouse - Sheriff’s Office - Secret Clubhouse for Boys.

This King-size cabin is our greatest bargain in years. A comparable $12.00 value now only $1.00. This sale price is made possible by your buying directly from factory. We are the largest Mfr. and Distrs. of playhouses in the U.S. Over 250,000 satisfied customers. They make wonderful gifts. Buy several. Add 25¢ each house, postage and handling charges. Sorry, no C.O.D.’s. Special Offer: 5 for $4.00 GUARANTEE: Try without risk or obligation for ten days. Let the kids play in and enjoy it. If they are not delighted return for immediate refund.

Orders Shipped Within 24 Hours!

FRONTIER CABIN

Dept. B15-KM 147 West 42 St., N.Y. 36, N.Y.

Please send me

Frontier Cabin $1.00 plus 25¢ postage and handling
Girls’ Playhouse $1.00 plus 25¢ postage and handling
Frontier Cabin or Giant Playhouse or Any Combination 5 for only $4.00 plus $1.00 postage and handling

[Enclose payment and order form]

Sorry, No C.O.D.’s.

FRONTIER CABIN

Dept. B15-KM 147 West 42nd St., N.Y. 36, N.Y.

Please send me

HI-POWER BINOCULARS

SEE UP TO 18 MILES

Powerful folding Opera Glasses fit into pocket or purse. Center eye piece adjustment. Worth many times low introductory price. Comparable to models selling for $4.95.

NOW ONLY

50¢

Postpaid.
Limit 2 to a customer.

HI-POWER, Box 72, Dept. B-9
ZONE 23, NEW YORK 23, N.Y.

Please send me Hi-Power Binoculars.

[Enclose payment and order form]

Sorry, No C.O.D.’s.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

ZONE

STATE
204 REVOLUTIONARY WAR SOLDIERS

ONLY $1.98

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET:
38 Dragoons (Carry Rifles)
12 Shooting Infantrymen
12 Cannon Loaders
12 Minute Men
12 Drummers
12 Fife Players
12 Mounted Infantry
12 Chasseurs (Chasseurs a pied)
12 Grenadiers
12 Musketeers
12 Officers
12 Mohawk Indians
12 Hessian Troops

RUSH COUPON TODAY

Name
Address
City
State
Zip

Gentleman:

Revolutionary War Soldiers

Dept. RW70, Carle Place, Long Island, N.Y.

Here's my $1.98 Rush 204 Revolutionary War Soldiers to me. If not satisfied I may return merchandise for full refund!
BICYCLE WINDSHIELD

Complete With Built-In Pouch
Protects You At High Speed
Adds Class... Looks Sharp

Kids, now you can transform your bike into something really special with this transparent Bike Windshield. Just like the ones on motorcycles, this vinyl Windshield will protect you from rocks, debris, wind, etc., when you’re pedalling at great speed. And, it really looks sharp too. Add that extra something only motorcycles now have.

Contains Heavy, Built-In Pouch

Special, heavy built-in pouch enables you to keep sunglasses, tools, and personal effects within easy reach. Speedometer, flags, and even a portable radio can be attached in a jiffy onto special attachments provided. Really make your bike different from all others. Only $1.00 plus 25¢ shipping charge.

10 Day Free Trial

Don’t delay! Order now! Try this sensational new Bicycle Windshield on 10 Day Free Trial. Put it on your bike and see how much fun, how useful, how many favorable comments you get. Then, if you are not 100% delighted with this handsome and convenient addition to your bike, simply return for prompt refund of full purchase price. Only $1.00 plus 25¢ shipping charges complete.

Honor House Prod. Corp.
Lynbrook, New York

Rush my Bicycle Windshield at once. I understand that I may keep it for 10 Day Free Trial, and if I am not 100% delighted, I can return it for prompt refund of full purchase price.

☐ I enclose $1.00 plus 25¢ shipping charges. Same Money Back Guarantee.

☐ Send C.O.D., I will pay postman on delivery, plus C.O.D. and shipping charge.

Name

Address

---

RECORD YOUR VOICE AT HOME

ONLY $6.98

Make Your Own Records Anywhere!

Now, you can cut your own records at home. Sing, tell jokes, record “secret” conversations, take off your favorite show and music, and it’s all ready to play back instantly. Baby’s first words, famous speeches, top shows and so much more are all captured by you forever. Yes, with this precision instrument, you no longer need expensive tape recorders. And, think how useful this exciting recorder will be at parties, gatherings and wherever you and your family and friends gather.

Not A Cheap Tape Recorder—Makes Actual Records

You receive complete recording equipment, including recording arm and head, microphone, tracking disc, cutting needles, and full supply of blank records. It all attaches to your phonograph, and you’re all set to record what you like, wherever you like, and when you like. Take only 30 seconds to operate and so simple any child can use it. Perfect for mailing to a loved one who hasn’t heard from baby or the kids in a while. Records at 33⅓, 45 or 78 R.P.M.’s.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Honor House Products Dept. RS-61
Lynbrook, New York

Rush my Home Voice Recorder on 10 Day Free Trial. If I am not 100% delighted, I may return it after 10 Day Free Trial for prompt refund of the purchase price.

☐ Send C.O.D., I’ll pay postman $6.98 plus postage and shipping charges.

☐ I enclose $6.98 plus 45¢ shipping charges in full payment.

Name

Address
BOYS! GIRLS! LADIES! MEN!

WIN
A BEAUTIFUL NEW
PHOTO RING!
with compartment
for your favorite picture!

Ring is a real
dazzler! Made of sturdy
brass in a 16K gold electro-
plated finish. Size quickly
adjustable to fit ANY finger!

EASY AS ROLLING OFF A LOG!
Just CHECK COUPON Below Giving Name That Goes
With Each Picture! If You Get All 4 Right, We'll Send You
PHOTO RING Absolutely FREE!

The NEWEST STYLE in Personal Jewelry! Wear your favorite pic-
ture in this beautiful, gleaming PHOTO RING! Think how your
friends will envy you when they see it! And it's so EASY — and so
much FUN — to win! Just check on coupon the correct names of
the 4 FAMOUS AMERICANS shown in the pictures and mail to us.
If you name all 4 correctly, we'll send you ABSOLUTELY FREE
your OWN PERSONAL PHOTO RING with space for your favorite picture
and PLASTIC PICTURE SHIELD to protect it. Also, we'll send you BIG, FREE CATALOG of wonderful PREMIUMS — Bikes,
Wrist Watches, Guns, Dolls, and dozens of others — which you
can easily get for your very own! Simply offer White CLOVERINE
BRAND SALVE, easily sold to friends, relatives and neighbors, at
50c a package, and choose your PREMIUM or CASH COMMISSION.
But right NOW, get your FREE PHOTO RING! Name cor-
rectly the 4 Famous Americans shown at right and RUSH COUPON
to US TODAY!

BE THE FIRST
WE ARE RELIABLE!

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
WIN BEAUTIFUL NEW PHOTO RING!

WILSON CHEMICAL CO., DEPT. 8-25
TYRONE, PA.

Famous Americans shown in pictures are: (check 4 only)

Benjamin Franklin  Betsy Ross  Paul Revere
Daniel Boone  Molly Pitcher  Thomas Jefferson

If I am a winner, rush my GENUINE 16K GOLD FINISH PHOTO RING and
14 packages of White CLOVERINE BRAND SALVE to sell at 50c a package.
I will remit amount asked within 30 days, select a PREMIUM or keep CASH
COMMISSION as explained under Premium in Catalog sent with order.

Name ____________________________ Age ______
Street ____________________________ RD ______ Box ______
Town ____________________________ Zone ______ State __________

PRINT LAST NAME HERE

paste coupon on postcard or mail in envelope today!